Power systems are moving towards hybrid AC/DC grids with the integration of HVDC links, renewable resources and energy storage modules. New models for frequency control have to consider the complex interactions between these components. Meanwhile, more attention should be paid to cyber security concerns as these control strategies highly depend on data communications which may be exposed to cyber attacks. In this article, for the first time, we study the false data injection attacks on the hybrid AC/DC grid with virtual inertia. We then build an optimization-based framework for vulnerability and impact analysis. It is shown that the hybrid grid with inertia emulation capability is more vulnerable to the false data injection attacks, compared with the normal AC system. We also propose a detection approach to detect and isolate each intrusion, and even recover the attack value in the steady-state behavior. In addition to theoretical results, the effectiveness of the proposed methods is validated through simulations on the two-area AC/HVDC interconnected system.
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Abstract-Power systems are moving towards hybrid AC/DC grids with the integration of HVDC links, renewable resources and energy storage modules. New models for frequency control have to consider the complex interactions between these components. Meanwhile, more attention should be paid to cyber security concerns as these control strategies highly depend on data communications which may be exposed to cyber attacks. In this article, for the first time, we study the false data injection attacks on the hybrid AC/DC grid with virtual inertia. We then build an optimization-based framework for vulnerability and impact analysis. It is shown that the hybrid grid with inertia emulation capability is more vulnerable to the false data injection attacks, compared with the normal AC system. We also propose a detection approach to detect and isolate each intrusion, and even recover the attack value in the steady-state behavior. In addition to theoretical results, the effectiveness of the proposed methods is validated through simulations on the two-area AC/HVDC interconnected system.
Index Terms-hybrid AC/HVDC system, inertia emulation, frequency control, false data injection attacks I. Introduction R ECENT advances in power electronics have made HVDC links and renewable energy resources (RES) more popular in modern power system applications [1] . For better support of frequency control, the recent research tries to come up with different approaches for inertia emulation tasks [2] . This transformation does not only lead to more adaption of conventional control strategies such as automatic generation control (AGC) to handle complex interactions in the hybrid AC/HVDC grid but also introduce an increasing dependence on data communications. The AGC of tomorrow must consider new AC/DC multi-area systems incorporating virtual inertia controllers [3] . Besides, it would also rely on communication networks and numerous cyber devices to achieve reliable and in-time data exchange. However, the wide communication surface of the AC/DC power grid with virtual inertia makes them more exposed to cyber threats, including false data injection (FDI) attacks [4] . Notably, as we know, the DC grid has a low tolerance to a fault; if a single fault can mislead a fast response, so as an attack. Indeed, a deliberate attacker can result in severe consequences on system instability [5] . Thus one need advanced tools to understand the attacks and also address them in the AC/DC interconnected system which is facilitated by virtual inertia emulators.
Related work: Nowadays, the matter of virtual inertia is one of the hottest topics in the power system studies [6] , [7] . New models of frequency control have been proposed for the integration of RES by using Energy Storage Systems (ESS) [8] . In the AC/DC interconnected systems, these components need to be coordinated under the AGC operation, which also highlights the importance of cyber-secure data communications [9] . We can see that much work has been done on the cyber security research of pure AC power systems. Vulnerability and impact analysis of the AC grids to cyber attacks can be found in [10] , [11] . Model-based detection methods to reveal FDI attacks have also emerged mainly from observer-based approaches under linear differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) [12] . For instance, in [13] an unknown input observer was employed in detecting FDI attacks on the AC system. Other detection techniques come from statistical methods which usually have prior assumptions on the distribution of measurement errors [14] .
For the hybrid AC/HVDC grid with inertia emulation capability, however, there are very few studies have focused on its cyber security research [15] . To do that, it requires both extensive knowledge on the complex AC/DC system with virtual inertia and advanced methods or algorithms from the cyber security domain. In reference [16] , the impact of cyber attacks on the HVDC transmission oscillation damping control was explored. The latest work in [17] studied the effect of attacks on the HVDC system and its impact on the dynamic voltage stability and switching power losses. However, there is a still huge gap here especially for the research on the frequency dynamics of the hybrid system with virtual inertia under cyber attacks. To the best of our knowledge, the following question is still not answered sufficiently, Is it possible to quantify the vulnerability and impact of FDI attacks on the AC/HVDC interconnected system with virtual inertia, and propose advanced diagnosis tools to reveal the malicious intrusions?
Our contributions: In this article our aim to address the question above. For this purpose, we would first build up the system model of the hybrid AC/DC grid with ESS for providing virtual inertia. A high-level control strategy is presented, which also illustrates possible vulnerable points of the grid to FDI attacks. Next, we introduce impact indices to evaluate the effect of FDI attacks on dynamic frequency stability. We formulate an optimization-based framework to assess the vulnerability of the grid to possible disruptive arXiv:2001.07068v1 [math.OC] 20 Jan 2020 stealthy attacks. Afterwards, a detector in the form of residual generator is proposed to detect, isolate and even recover each FDI attack. The main contributions of this article are:
(i) Unlike the existing literature, we go beyond the study on the normal AC grid that for the first time we explore the vulnerability and impact of the hybrid AC/HVDC grid with virtual inertia to the FDI attacks. A wellconstructed optimization framework is built to analyze the attack strategies on achieving undetectability and desired impact. From both the theoretical analysis and numerical results, we have pointed out that the hybrid grid with inertial emulation capability can be more vulnerable to FDI attacks, compared with the AC/DC grid without virtual inertia and the normal AC grid. (ii) We further explore the attack detection problem in the hybrid grid. Note a low-order detector is more desired for online implementation in reality. Thus different from observer-based approaches which usually have the same degrees with the system dynamics, we formulate a type of residual generator that can have much lower order. It is also guaranteed that the resulting residual signal is decoupled from the system states and disturbance, and can recover the attack value in the steady-state behavior.
We also provide attack isolation method together with conditions of attack detectability and isolability. In Section II, we describe the system model and the highlevel control strategy of the hybrid AC/DC grid with virtual inertia. Section III introduces the FDI attack and its optimal strategy to be disruptive and stealthy. We also propose an optimization framework to analyze the vulnerability of the grid to such attacks. The attack detection approach is presented in Section IV where we also show its capabilities of attack isolation and recovery. Numerical simulations are in Section V.
II. Hybrid AC/HVDC-ESS System Modeling
In this section, a high-level control model is presented to simulate and analyse the behaviour of the AC/DC transmission system with the ability of inertia emulation.
A. The concept of virtual inertia
For the inertia emulation task, one effective way is to use the derivation of the system frequency proportionally to adjust the active power reference of a converter. Then the emulated inertia can contribute to improve the performance of the system dynamics on the inertia response. This control concept is the derivative control which calculates the rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) [18] , and can be described as,
where ∆P emu is the power reference, k a is the inertial proportional conversion gain and ω o is the nominal frequency.
B. Modeling of AC/DC system with virtual inertia capability
The diagram of an exemplary two-area AC/DC interconnected grid with added bulk ESS for providing virtual inertia Figure 1 : The two-area interconnected system with ESS and parallel AC/DC links. To be illustrative, the wide-area frequency and AC/DC power flow measurements are vulnerable to FDI attacks. EMS: energy management system. is presented in Figure 1 . In this test system, two converters are added as interfaces for controlling the behavior of the ESS modules in accordance with AGC control signals to reduce the deviations of system frequency. As depicted in Figure 1 , wide-area frequency and AC/DC power flow measurements are collected in each area and tie-line, and sent to the control center via communication networks for the AGC operation, HVDC coordination and inertia emulation. We illustrate the high-level control structure of the parallel AC/DC link in coordination with derivative control of ESS for inertia emulation in Figure 2 . According to this control strategy, the frequency variation in the Laplace domain can be obtained,
where ∆P ES S i and ∆P m i are the emulated power from ESS and the total active power from all generation units (GENs) within Area i, i.e., ∆P m i = G i g=1 ∆P m i,g where G i denotes the number of participated GENs. K p i is the system gain and T p i is the system time constant. The load variation is mentioned by ∆P L i , while ∆P AC i, j is the AC power flow deviation and ∆P DC i, j denotes the DC power. We can have
In the equations above, R i,g denotes the droop of each generation unit. T ch i,g is the overall time constant of the turbinegovernor model. ∆P agc i is the signal from AGC output of Area i for power reference of each generation unit, and φ i,g is its area participating factor. in the AGC. T i j denotes the power coefficient of the AC line between these two areas.
To model the HVDC link, we use the concept of Supplementary Power Modulation Controller (SPMC). As illustrated in Figure 2 , the SPMC can be designed as a high-level damping controller whose inputs consist of deviations of frequencies in the interconnected areas and the deviation of the transmitted power in the parallel AC line. Then the output of SPMC is used for the DC link to generate the desired DC power. Thus the coordinated control strategy acting as a supplementary power modulation for this HVDC link can be expressed as:
where ∆P DC re f denotes the control signal for the HVDC line (the desired DC power reference), T DC is the time constant of the DC link, and K i , K j and K AC are used as control gains. For the inertia emulation process, according to Section II-A, the deviation of active power output from the ESS in each area (∆P ES S i ) can be written as:
where T ES S i is the time constant of the derivative-based components. There will be two gains (J em 1 and J em 2 ) representing the virtual inertia for these two areas; see Figure 2 .
The part of AGC control calculates the Area Control Error (ACE) of Area i. The ACE signal now contains the frequency of that area and both AC/DC power flow deviations, and acts as inputs for an integral control action,
in which β i is the frequency bias and K I i represents the integral gain of the AGC controller. Thus finally, based on the equations (2) to (9), the system model of the exemplary two-area AC/DC network with virtual inertia can be presented as the state equation,
where X ∈ R n X represents the vector of all state variables, and d ∈ R n d is the system input related to load changes, namely,
Besides, A c is the system matrix and B c,d is the input matrix. Overall, in the two-area AC/DC system which has two ESS controllers, there are three new state variables (∆P DC 1,2 , ∆P ES S 1 and ∆P ES S 2 ) of synchronous controllers that would be added, compared with a pure two-area AC system. In addition to (10), we can also derive an output model where the wide-area frequency and AC/DC power flow measurements are available to the grid operators,
where Y ∈ R n Y represents the system output and C is the output matrix. For the purpose of numerical analysis, (10) and (11) need to be discretized. To obtain the analytical solution for the discretization, the matrices A and B d of sampled discrete-time model with a sampling-period T s become [19] ,
III. FDI Attacks on the Hybrid AC/DC Grid From the description above, the hybrid AC/DC gird with virtual inertia is operated by controllers (e.g., derivative control for inertia emulation, damping control for the DC link and AGC control for load-generation imbalance). These controllers collect measurements as inputs and send commands to the grid components through communication networks. As discussed in Section I, this process may make the hybrid grid exposed to cyber intrusions. In this article, we consider a high level of control and security that the FDI attacks may manipulate the system measurements of frequencies and power flows.
A. FDI attack basics: vulnerability and impact
An FDI attack can modify the system measurements to a lower or higher value. Thus the system output model under FDI attacks in discrete-time can be described by,
whereỸ[·] is the corrupted output and f [·] denotes FDI attacks. In this article, we mainly consider the general "stationary" FDI attack where it occurs as a constant bias injection f at an unknown time instance k min . Other scenarios such as scaling, ramp, pulse and random attacks are referred to [14] . These corruptions system outputs would also affect the dynamics of the hybrid grid. For instance, an attack on the AC power flow measurement between Areas i and j, say f AC i, j , can manipulate both the SPMC control and the AGC control loops.
Thus this attack can change (5) and (8) into the following equations respectively,
Thus the state equation under FDI attacks in the discrete-time mode can be expressed as,
where the matrix B f relates FDI attacks to the system states. Note B f is obtained through the same matrix transformation as B d in (12), while the matrix B c, f in the continuous system model depends on the specific attack scenario.
Remark III.1 (Vulnerability of different system models under FDI attacks). Consider the following system models under FDI attacks,
• normal AC system, • hybrid AC/DC system, • hybrid AC/DC system with virtual inertia. We can see that, different from the pure AC system, the hybrid AC/DC grid with virtual inertia would have more vulnerable points to FDI attacks. Intruders can manipulate the measurements of frequencies and both AC and DC power flows. Besides, according to the high-level control structure, corruptions on these measurements can affect all the controllers implemented in the hybrid AC/DC grid. In Section V-B we would present such a detailed analysis.
An intelligent FDI attacker also considers the impact of various attack strategies. The frequency properties that can be influenced by the attacker are mainly maximum (center-ofinertia) frequency deviation (MFD) or steady-state frequency deviation (SSFD). In this article, we use the former MFD as the attack impact index. The attacker may be able to trigger load shedding or generator tripping schemes by causing a large MFD. Intuitively, for a univariate FDI attack where only one measurement is compromised, a larger constant injection is more desired to cause the maximum damage. In Figure 3 , we can see that with the increase of the attack value, the MFD becomes larger. To trigger load shedding schemes in the hybrid AC/DC grid with virtual inertia, the univariate attack value should be a minimum of 0.44 p.u. (while it is 0.52 p.u. in the AC/DC grid without inertia emulation capability).
B. Disruptive stealthy FDI attack strategies
The univariate attack for a large impact in Figure 3 may be detectable since it may go beyond possible thresholds and trigger data quality alarms. An advanced attack should attend to pursue a desired impact and also satisfy the undetectability criterion [20] . For that purpose, the attacker is required to have vast attack resources to manipulate multiple data channels (i.e.multivariate attacks) and enough knowledge of the targeted system operations (e.g., AGC control, HVDC coordination, inertia emulation and also data quality checking programs). Then the attacker can select "appropriate" injection values. The vulnerability of the hybrid grid to such attacks can be quantified by computing the attack resources needed by the attacker to achieve the targets both on impact and undetectability, which is formalized in the following definition.
Definition III.2 (Vulnerability to disruptive stealthy attacks).
Consider an FDI attack with f . We call it a disruptive stealthy attack if f takes values from the set
where the vectors b min , b max ∈ R n b and the matrix F f ∈ R n b ×n Y are scenario specific. The following Remark III.3 shows that the choice of b min , b max , F f may be adjusted according to different national grid code. Thus, to describe the vulnerability of hybrid grids to FDI attacks, one can formulate an optimization program to compute the needed attack resources,
where · 0 denotes the zero vector norm, f (i) is the injection with value µ on a specific measurement that the attacker can access. We also add the constraint that the protected data channels (in set P) cannot be attacked. The hybrid AC/DC power grid is more vulnerable to the attack with a smaller α i as it requires fewer data channels to be manipulated to achieve its targets on attack impact and undetectability.
The optimization program (16) is NP-hard. We can use the big M method to express (16) as a mixed integer linear program which can be solved by appropriate solvers. We omit details and refer to [10] for a similar reformulation.
Remark III.3 (b min , b max and F f selection for disruptive stealthy attacks). For an effective attack strategy, the selection of parameters b min , b max and F f in (15) are critical. To be precise, the disruptive stealthy attacks need to satisfy the following criteria [13] , [14] , (i) To avoid triggering data quality alarms, the frequency deviation after corruptions should remain within a range, 
(iv) If the attacker targets on under-frequency load shedding or over-frequency generation tripping schemes, the MFD after corruptions should be larger than a particular value.
It is worth mentioning that the limits of (i) -(iv) are system dependent as reflected in national grid code. In this article, the values ∆ω min , ∆ω max , ACE max and ∆P DC re f, max are set to be −0.1 Hz, 0.1 Hz, 0.05 p.u. and 0.1 p.u. respectively, according to [21] - [24] . To avoid load shedding, the maximum frequency deviation is defined as −0.8 Hz from the grid code in [25] .
IV. Attack Detection, Isolation and Recovery For the hybrid system described in the state-space representation, we first show that it is a particular case of the general DAE model. Consider a time-shift operator q that qx[k] → x[k + 1]. We can reformulate (13) (14) into,
where x := [X d ] contains all the unknown signals of states and disturbances, y :=Ỹ denotes the available system output for a detector. Let n x , n y and n r be the dimension of x[·], y[·] and the row number of (17) . Here H(·), L(·) and F(·) are polynomial matrices in terms of q such that
A. FDI attack detector construction
The principle of an FDI attack detector is to generate a diagnosis signal to reveal the presence of the attack, giving the available data y[k]. Definition IV.1 characterizes its task.
Definition IV.1 (FDI attack detection). The diagnosis signal from the detector differentiates whether the system output is a consequence of the normal disturbance or FDI attacks. Thus ideally it relates a non-zero mapping from the attack to the diagnosis signal, while it is decoupled from the effects of unknown system states and disturbances.
In this article, we restrict the attack detector to a type of residual generator with linear transfer operations [26] , i.e., r[k] := R(q)y[k], where r[·] is called the residual signal for diagnosis, R(q) is the transfer function that needs to be designed. We propose a formulation of R(q) := a(q) −1 N(q)L(q). Now the task of detector construction comes to the design of N(q) whose dimension and predefined order are n r and d N , if the denominator a(q) with sufficient order is determined. Multiplying the left of (17) by a(q) −1 N(q) would lead to
. (18) Term (I) is the part from the effect of unknown system states and disturbances x[·]. Term (II) corresponds to the FDI attack. Thus according to Definition IV.1, the desired detector would generate the residual signal r[·] that can be decoupled from x[·] but keep sensitive to f [·]. We would expect
Inspired by (19) , the following theoretical result shows an effective way for attack detection and also recovery.
Theorem IV.2 (FDI attack detection and recovery). It can be observed that H(q) = 1 i=0 H i q i , N(q) := d N i=0 N i q i and F(q) = F. Consider an FDI attack in the set (15) , a residual generator with the following linear program characterizations for (19) can have non-zero residual output that recovers the attack value f in the steady-state behavior,
where the matricesN,H are defined as To track the FDI attack magnitude, one can simply make −a(1) −1 N(1)F(1) = 1. Due to that N(1)F(1) = d N i=0 N i F, the residual signal from (20) recovers the exact attack value f in the steady state behavior.
Next, the residual generator design becomes to find a feasibleN satisfying (20) . To increase the sensitivity of the residual generator to the attack, in addition to (20) , the detector may also aim to let the coefficients of N(q)F(q) in (19) achieve the maximum value. We then reformulate the attack detection and recovery problem as the optimization program,
− a(1) −1
where the constraint N ∞ ≤ η is added to avoid possible unbounded solutions and it does not affect the performance of the detector. The matrixF has a similar definition with H in Theorem IV.2. To be precise, the proposed optimization program (21) Remark IV.3 (Attack isolation). The residual generator from (21) is mainly designed for one univariate attack. For multivariate intrusions (α i > 1 from (16)), an alternative is to build a bank of residual generators where each of them aims to detect one particular intrusion and keep insensitive to others, by considering the following "reconstructed" DAE,
where F − j (q) is the polynomial matrix that includes all columns of F(q) except the j-th one, and similarly f − j [k] contains all the elements of f [k] except the j-th one. Then the j-th residual generator can be designed using the same approach in Theorem IV.2 and (21) for the j-th intrusion while isolating the effects from others. The j-th intrusion can be identified by the j-th residual generator since the other residual generators keep insensitive to this intrusion. Besides, with (21) , it can recover the j-th attack's value in the steadystate behavior. Similar lines of such arguments can be found in [13, Section V.B].
Remark IV.3 shows that the attack isolation problem can be treated as an attack detection task effectively. In the end, we provide sufficient and necessary conditions for the feasibility of attack detection and isolation, Lemma IV.4 (Necessary and sufficient condition of detectability and isolability). For a single FDI attack (α i = 1), it is detectable that satisfies (19) if, and only if,
Besides, for multivariate FDI attacks (α i > 1), one particular intrusion f j is isolable from others if, and only if,
Proof. The detectability condition (23) is adapted from [12, Theorem 3] . Alternatively, (23) can be rewritten as F(q) Im H(q) . It ensures that while the unknown system states and disturbances are decoupled, the residual signal keeps sensitive to the FDI attack. For the isolability criterion, note that H(q) in the form of (17) can be replaced by H(q) F −i (q) in (22) of Remark (IV.3). The condition (22) can be also rewritten as F j (q) Im H(q) F − j (q) .
V. Numerical Results

A. Preliminaries for simulations
In order to evaluate the vulnerability and impact of the hybrid AC/HVDC grid to FDI attacks, and also validate the effectiveness of the proposed attack detection methodology, in this section, we study the two-area interconnected AC/DC system and provide numerical results. As shown in Figure 1 , there are two GENs and one load demand center in each area. The system parameters of the two-area grid with parallel AC/DC lines and ESS for virtual inertia and the control parameters of this case study are referred to [18] . Given the characterizations of time responses of controllers, the sampling period T s is given as 0.2 s. We can obtain a 12-order discretetime model which can be fitted into the form of (17) .
In the detector design, the degree of the residual generator is set to d N = 3 which is much less than the order of the system. Besides, we give the denominator a formulation of a(q) = (q − p) d N /(1 − p) d N where p can be treated as the pole of R(q), and it is normalized in steady-state value for all feasible poles [26] . All the optimization programs are solved in CPLEX.
B. Vulnerability of hybrid systems to FDI attacks
First, we present the result of frequency deviations under normal conditions in Figure 4 where the system input is only one step load change (∆P L 1 = 0.03 p.u. at t = 5 s). The comparisons are made on the normal AC system, hybrid AC/DC system and hybrid AC/DC system with virtual inertia. We can see that the HVDC link and especially, the inertia emulation, can improve the system dynamics significantly in damping frequency oscillations, which proves the effectiveness of the high-level control strategy of this article.
Next, in order to evaluate the vulnerability of different system models under FDI attacks, we launch univariate attacks on the wide-area system frequency and AC/DC power flow measurements separately (recall Figure 1 for vulnerable points). The simulation results are presented in Figure 5 . In all scenarios, the univariate attack with the same attack value can cause the most severe "damage" to the hybrid AC/DC system with virtual inertia. Comparing with the normal AC system and the system with parallel AC/DC lines but without virtual inertia, the AC/DC system with virtual inertia capability is with the largest MFDs under each FDI attack. This observation is consistent with Remark III.1. In fact, as stated in Remark III.1, corruptions on the frequencies and AC/DC power flows would affect all the control operations (AGC, SPMC and inertia emulator) as they are inputs to these controllers in our high-level control structure.
We continue with disruptive stealthy attacks introduced in Section III-B. These attacks can be multivariate to achieve the targets on attack impact and undetectability, and are obtained by solving the optimization program (16) for vulnerability analysis. From the results of (16), a multivariate FDI attack (α i = 2) that can manipulate both AC and DC power lines with f AC 1,2 = 0.44 p.u. and f DC 1,2 = −0.39 p.u. is a disruptive stealthy attack in the set of (15) for the hybrid AC/DC grid with virtual inertia. Figure 6 shows the frequency response of Area 1 under this multivariate attack. The MFD reaches −0.8 Hz at around t = 11 s while the attack is launched at t = 10 s, possibly triggering load shedding schemes. The MFD of the AC/DC grid without virtual inertia has not reached −0.8 Hz yet under the same multivariate attack. To be noted, there is no disruptive stealthy attack in the type of Definition III.2 when solving (16) for the normal AC system. Thus it can be concluded that the hybrid AC/DC grids are more vulnerable to FDI attacks.
C. FDI attack detection and recovery
In the third simulations, we validate the proposed methodology of attack detection, isolation and recovery. To challenge the detector, the disturbance d is modeled as stochastic load patterns; see Figure 7a of ∆P L 1 . The adversarial cases come from the disruptive stealthy attacks obtained in the above section. We build a bank of two residual generators to detect and isolate the attacks f AC 1,2 and f DC 1,2 on the hybrid AC/DC grid with virtual inertia, using the approach in Remark IV.3 and (21). The optimal values of (21) achieve γ = 4.440 in the residual generator construction for f AC 1,2 and γ = 2.649 for f DC 1,2 , which implies a successful detection and isolation as indicated by Lemma IV.4.
In Figure 7 , the results of the residual generators under disturbances and attacks are presented. Both detectors have generated a residual signal for the presence of FDI attacks in the multivariate intrusions. Besides, we can also see that the resulted residual generators with designed capability in Theorem IV.2 can recover the exact attack values; see the steady-state residual values in Figure 7b and Figure 7c are equal to 0.44 p.u. and −0.39 p.u.. The residual signals are also decoupled from each other and stochastic load changes. Next, to test the residual generators in a more realistic setting, we also provide the simulation results where there exist noises in the process and measurements of the hybrid grid. Zero-mean Gaussian noises with the covariance 0.0009 to the frequency and 0.03 to the other states [13] . Figure 7d shows one instance of the residual signals for and it still works effectively in detecting and tracking the attack values. In the end, it should be mentioned that in these simulations the pole of a(q) is set to be p = 0.1 for a fast response of the residual generator. If it is set to be larger to close to 1, the residual generator would respond slower but become more insensitive to noises, according to the role of p in the transfer function.
VI. Conclusion
In this article, we investigated FDI attacks on the hybrid AC/DC grid with virtual inertia. Our study shows that the hybrid grid can be more vulnerable to attacks. We offer a vulnerability and impact analysis framework to study that on the hybrid AC/DC grids. We also propose a powerful tool to detect, isolate and recover all the intrusions. The effectiveness of these methods was validated by simulations in the AC/DC interconnected two-area system. The future research includes the study of other types of attacks on the hybrid grids and a special focus on the vulnerability of different inertia emulation strategies to these attacks.
